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DISCRETE PROCESSES AND THEIR CONTINUOUS LIMITS
URI M. ASCHER∗
Abstract. The possibility that a discrete process can be fruitfully approximated by a con-
tinuous one, with the latter involving a differential system, is fascinating. Important theoretical
insights, as well as significant computational efficiency gains may lie in store. A great success story
in this regard are the Navier-Stokes equations, which model many phenomena in fluid flow rather
well. Recent years saw many attempts to formulate more such continuous limits, and thus har-
vest theoretical and practical advantages, in diverse areas including mathematical biology, image
processing, game theory, computational optimization, and machine learning.
Caution must be applied as well, however. In fact, it is often the case that the given discrete
process is richer in possibilities than its continuous differential system limit, and that a further
study of the discrete process is practically rewarding. Furthermore, there are situations where
the continuous limit process may provide important qualitative, but not quantitative, information
about the actual discrete process. This paper considers several case studies of such continuous
limits and demonstrates success as well as cause for caution. Consequences are discussed.
Key words. numerical methods, inverse problems, differential equations, optimization, reg-
ularization
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1. Introduction. The quest for continuous models that would govern in some
fruitful sense families of discrete processes is age-old and continuing to be fascinat-
ing. Indeed, there is much to be gained if a complicated discrete process can be
adequately approximated by a continuous one in some limit sense:
• A simpler structure more amenable to analysis may be considered, adding
to general phenomenological understanding.
• Efficient numerical approaches may be constructed for the discrete problem
by going through the continuous one.
• Perhaps the more complicated and less elegant discrete structure may not
even have to be considered.
A great success story in this regard are the Navier-Stokes equations: for many
fluid flow phenomena these equations capture the observed flow well enough that
we can forget about their derivation while concentrating on understanding their
solutions and on approximating them numerically [19, 18]. At the same time we
note, ironically, that the discrete, molecular description of fluid flow involves a huge
number of particles, and that not all fluid phenomena are covered by this continuous
model.
A lot of exciting recent work that is relevant in our context has been carried
out in recent years. Here is but a partial list of areas and instances of interest:
• Artificial time regularization. We return to this below in Sections 2, 3,
and 5; see [5] for a wider survey.
• One-step iterative methods posed as a first order ODE discretization. This is
a special case of artificial time continuation. Indeed, any iterative algorithm
of the form
xk+1 = xk + αkF (xk)
which updates a current iterate xk (for a nonnegative iteration counter
k) using a step size αk > 0 to obtain the next approximation xk+1 can be
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viewed as a forward Euler discretization of the ordinary differential equation
(ODE)
dx
dt
= F (x(t)).
This differential equation is obtained from the given discrete process by
letting αk → 0, though, while in practice we may well want to keep the
step size quite far from zero. Herein lies a difference between qualitative
and quantitative information.
• Two-step iterative methods posed as a second order ODE discretization.
There has been a lot of recent activity in this regard in attempts to better
understand accelerated gradient descent methods for unconstrained opti-
mization [11, 47, 48, 51, 12]. We will not dwell further in this article on
this mushrooming area of research, beyond what is exposed in Section 5.
• Regularizing image processing problems using ∫
Ω
| gradu|s, with s = 2 or
s = 1. See, for instance, [17, 16, 8]. We return to this below in Section 6.
• Continuation methods for nonlinear equations; homotopy path, etc. See,
for instance, [21, 5] and references therein. Such methods can be viewed as
artificial time integration, but again we focus on other directions here.
• Semiconductor equations. See, for instance, the text [39]. A significant
volume of work preceded and followed this book. In our present context
we observe that, unlike the case for fluid flow, more than one continuous
process has been derived and the practical importance of the underlying
particle process has not diminished over the years.
• Hamilton-Jacobi and mean field in game theory. See, for instance, [37, 38]
and many following articles such as [26, 13, 25] and others. Here we do not
focus on this large and relatively recent volume of work.
• Deep learning. The tremendous potential in machine learning and in par-
ticular deep learning (DL) techniques has riveted scientists and engineers
in recent years [27]. Noting that the connection between consecutive layers
in a DL network resembles a finite difference scheme, models depending on
corresponding limit differential equations and algebraic multigrid methods
have been proposed in order to better design such neural networks. See,
for instance, [45]. Interest in two-step optimization algorithms mentioned
above is also related to optimization methods in neural networks.
With all the promise and excitement of the continuous-limit models, it is also
important to emphasize that care should be taken to ensure that, for the given
task, all important and interesting properties of the discrete process are captured
by the continuous one. Otherwise, there is the possibility of being restricted to
a non-optimal path. Furthermore, it is important, and occasionally crucial, to
distinguish between qualitative and quantitative relationships between the discrete
and the continuous. Undoubtedly, many researchers have arrived at such a practical
conclusion in specific circumstances, with those (such as graduate students) who are
responsible for the implementation of the relevant algorithms often being the first
to realize this.
Below we describe several short case studies that aim to highlight various as-
pects of the issues involved. We start in Section 2 with a simple example which
demonstrates that viewing a discrete algorithm as a discretization of a continuous
process may simply be a matter of taste, depending on what one is used to and feels
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comfortable with(!) Then in Section 3 we quickly derive a useful and well-known
class of regularization methods for inverse problems following the artificial time rea-
soning, so here is a case where the continuous limit offers a useful and somewhat
different perspective. In Section 4 we then turn the heat up a notch and discuss
the potential, if rare, instability of the classical implicit midpoint method for stiff
ODEs. Here we see an instance where, on one hand, the meaningful continuous
limit is not what comes to mind without thought, and on the other hand, the cor-
rect limit leads to a rigorous characterization of unstable scenarios. In the longer
Section 5 we develop a scenario where a discretization of the simplest heat equa-
tion with constant time step exhibits the usual stability limit on that step, arising
from a semi-discretization in space; but with the freedom of choosing a variable
time step such a stability connection to spatial discretization does not necessarily
hold. We then connect this scenario to the gradient descent method of Section 2
and demonstrate that the lagged steepest descent method [10, 22] produces such
large step sizes. In Section 6 we give a quick overview of our past efforts to apply a
Tikhonov-type regularization involving differential equations, as mentioned above,
to image and surface processing applications. These efforts, and many others, have
only been partially successful, and we explain why. Section 7 seals the paper by
offering a few general conclusions.
2. Gradient descent stability bound. Consider the problem of finding the
minimum of a convex C1 function of n variables f(x):
x∗ = min
x∈<n
f(x). (2.1)
The gradient descent iterative method evaluates at the current iterate xk the gra-
dient grad f(xk) and sets the next iterate as
xk+1 = xk − αk grad f(xk), (2.2)
where αk is the (positive) step size and k is the iteration counter, k = 0, 1, . . . See,
e.g., [42].
Let us next restrict attention to the quadratic case
f(x) =
1
2
xTAx− bTx, (2.3)
where A is a given n × n real symmetric positive definite matrix and b is a given
real inhomogeneity vector. Here grad f(x) = Ax − b, and defining (for historical
reasons) the residual r = − grad f(x) we get the iteration
xk+1 = xk + αkrk. (2.4)
Next we fix the step size αk = α (called “learning rate” in DL parlance) and ask,
what is the upper stability limit on α?
There are two methods to answer this simple question:
1. Observe that for the error ek = xk − x∗ we have the recursion
ek+1 = (I − αA)ek,
so α is restricted by ‖I −αA‖2 ≤ 1. Since A can be diagonalized by an or-
thogonal similarity transformation, this bound translates to 1−αmaxλi ≥
3
−1, where λi > 0 are the eigenvalues of A arranged in decreasing order.
This leads to the stability bound
α ≤ 2/λ1. (2.5)
2. Another way to see this is by introducing the limit ODE dxdt = r(x(t)),
where t ≥ 0 is artificial time. Discretizing this ODE using the forward
Euler method [7] clearly gives the gradient descent method (2.4), where the
time step size is hk = αk. But now, we know the absolute stability bound
for forward Euler! It is the bound (2.5).
Conclusion. Which method (for arriving at the same result) is better? This
depends on one’s “comfort zone”, or what one is used to. In fact, the second method
is “obvious” if you are used to numerical ODEs; but it is the unnecessarily longer
route otherwise.
3. Regularizing ill-posed problems. In our second case study, let us con-
sider for simplicity the linear problem
Ax = b, (3.1)
where A and b are as described in Section 2, but now A is also large, sparse and
ill-conditioned, and A−1 is not necessarily a smoother. The solution process has to
be regularized somehow.
The truncated SVD is one possible method, but the transformation involves
large, full matrices and we want to take advantage of the sparsity of A. An appro-
priate Tikhonov regularization is possible; see, e.g., [23].
An alternative to Tikhonov’s method is to consider the artificial time formula-
tion from Section 2,
dx
dt
= b−Ax. (3.2)
This well-known method has been called exponential filtering in [15, 14]. For the
artificial time ODE, at time t the effect of the reciprocal singular value s−1i is
replaced by ω(s2i )s
−1
i , where
ω(s) = 1− e−ts. (3.3)
Thus, the effect of small singular values gets dampened while large ones remain
almost intact for an appropriate finite time. This artificial finite time serves as
the regularization parameter [5]. Next, we can use forward Euler, or other time
discretization hopefully with large steps, to roughly integrate the ODE.
The resulting filter function, as it turns out, behaves quite well and not so
differently from the Tikhonov filter with regularization weight β given by
ωT(s) =
s
s+ β
. (3.4)
For the choice of artificial time tβ =
1
2β the curves in Figure 3.1 are quite similar.
Some relevant questions, discussed in [5] are:
1. Using an explicit discretization method, can we take large steps even if the
ODE is stiff?
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Fig. 3.1. Exponential filter ω(s) = 1− e−ts and Tikhonov filter ωT(s) = ss+β for tβ = 1/2.
2. Is the resulting regularization effective? (Note that we can view it as a con-
tinuation method: we want to get to t = tβ quickly, without approximating
the ODE trajectory accurately.)
Conclusion. We will not dwell on this further, but observe that here the
artificial ODE yields a practically useful regularizer! At the same time, the task
of approximating the ODE (3.3) should not be taken too zealously: in fact, using
a higher order method such as explicit two-stage Runge-Kutta [7] does not prove
more useful than forward Euler for the given purpose.
4. Stability of the midpoint method. In our third case study we start with
a given ODE system and consider another, implicit discretization. Let us denote
u˙ = dudt . For the ODE system
u˙ = f(t,u), 0 ≤ t ≤ T, (4.1)
the well-known implicit midpoint method reads
uk+1 − uk
h
= f
(
tk+1 + tk
2
,
uk+1 + uk
2
)
. (4.2)
Here h = hk is a step size from time tk (where for an initial value problem uk is
known) to time tk+1 (where uk+1 is unknown).
This method is implicit, second order accurate, A-stable, AN-stable (meaning
it is stable for f = λ(t)u for any <(λ) ≤ 0), algebraically stable, symplectic for
Hamiltonian systems, symmetric, and it conserves quadratic invariants. Collocation
at Gaussian points generalizes midpoint to higher order methods and ODE systems
[6]. The method has been applied in the context of boundary value ODEs [6],
geometric integration [29] and stiff initial value ODEs (IVODEs). We continue
with the latter.
Despite all its good properties (and perhaps because of some of them), the
implicit midpoint method is not always stable for well-posed, stiff IVODE systems!
Our task is next to analyze this situation. To recall, a stiff ODE typically has more
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than one time scale, and we aim to employ a time step h that is commensurate
with the slow scale but not with the fast one. In such a constellation, though, the
continuous limit of the discrete structure (4.2) in not the original problem (4.1).
This is so, because to get from (4.2) to (4.1) we have to let h→ 0, and once we do
that the problem is no longer stiff in the sense that the fast scale is eventually also
resolved by the small step size. Instead, we have to resort to numerical singular
perturbation techniques.
To study this further, consider the linear non-autonomous ODE system
u˙ = ωA(t)u, (4.3)
where ω is a parameter that is allowed to grow large (so we must consider ω  1),
and ‖A‖ = O(1) and nonsingular. It is possible to generalize (4.3) to the case where
A = A(t;ω). In (4.3) we are essentially studying a linearized version of (4.1) that
governs the propagation of an error. Assume that the IVODE for (4.3) is well-posed
(or “stable”). The midpoint method reads
uk+1 − uk
h
= ωA
(
tk+1 + tk
2
)
uk+1 + uk
2
, (4.4)
but we cannot conclude much when
γ =
1
4
ωh2 (4.5)
is fixed and not small, because we can’t take the limit of h→ 0 without also changing
ω and thus the ODE (4.3), as explained above. Specifically, what we are looking
at instead is the limit process of (h→ 0, ω →∞), such that γ stays constant (e.g.,
γ = 1).
We next introduce an old but not necessarily well-known trick [36]. For analysis
purposes, let us next define for each integer k
vk = (−1)kuk. (4.6)
Obviously, The boundedness properties of {vk} and {uk} are the same: |uk| =
|vk| ∀k.
Substituting (4.6) in (4.4) and cancelling out (−1)k we obtain
vk+1 + vk
h
= ωA
(
tk+1 + tk
2
)
vk+1 − vk
2
.
Multiplying throughout by 2/h we obtain an approximation for v˙ at the right hand
side. Multiplying further by (ωA)−1 we can rewrite this as
vk+1 − vk
h
=
1
γ
A−1
(
tk+1 + tk
2
)
vk+1 + vk
2
. (4.7)
Now, for (4.7) with γ fixed we can finally take the limit h→ 0, obtaining the ghost
ODE
v˙ = γ−1A−1(t)v. (4.8)
The stability of the midpoint method therefore depends on the stability of the ghost
ODE (4.8), not on that of the given ODE (4.3).
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The exercise to design a stable IVODE problem (4.3) such that the IVODE
for (4.8) is unstable is solved in [2] for the limit case 1/ω = 0. It can be extended
to a large but finite ω. Then the computed solution using the implicit midpoint
method applied to a well-posed problem can be made to blow up; see [2].
The above analysis can be summarized in the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1. Assume that the given IVODE for (4.3) is well-posed, and
consider the midpoint discretization (4.4) with u0 = u(0) for k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1
and Nh = T .
Then this method is stable along the ray (h→ 0, ω →∞) such that γ defined
in (4.5) is held fixed, iff the IVODE for the ghost ODE (4.8) is well-posed.
If A is a constant matrix, then the stability of the midpoint method is guaran-
teed. But in the more general case it is not. Fortunately, such midpoint instability
is rather rare in practice, and this is important especially for boundary value ODEs,
where general-purpose codes typically implement symmetric schemes.
Conclusion. In this case study we have learned two lessons. The first is that
just because a differential equation looks like a plausible continuous limit does not
mean that it is the correct continuous limit for a discrete process in the context of
a given task. The second lesson is that with some extra care and ingenuity it may
be possible to use a continuous limit to prove interesting theoretical results that are
of practical importance.
5. Forward Euler for the heat equation and chaotic descent. In this
case study we obtain some unexpected and perhaps counter-intuitive results by
considering time-stepping with highly variable step sizes.
Consider the simple heat equation on a unit square in space and time
ut = ∆u+ b, 0 < x, y < 1, t ≥ 0 (5.1)
with homogeneous boundary conditions (BC) and initial condition u(0, x, y) =
u0(x, y). Here ∆u = uxx + uyy is the Laplacian, and b > 0 is a constant for sim-
plicity. Integrating in time to steady state, we obtain the model Poisson problem
via a continuation method in the time variable
−∆u = b, 0 < x, y < 1 (5.2)
subject to the same BC.
A forward Euler discretization of (5.1) in time gives the recursion
uk+1 = uk + hk∆uk + hkb, k = 0, 1, . . . . (5.3)
This is clearly unstable for any series of positive time steps hk. The unconditionally
unstable semi-discretization (5.3) is then our continuous model.
Next, we discretize the partial differential equation (PDE) (5.1) in space first,
with constant spacing ξ = 1/
√
n in both x and y directions. Reshaping the 2D
array of unknowns at spatial mesh points into a vector u of length n we obtain an
ODE system
du
dt
= −Au+ b,
where the n×n matrix A is SPD. Using straightforward centred differences for the
Laplacian, A has 5 nonzero diagonals (see, e.g., Section 7.1 of [3]).
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Our discrete model is obtained upon applying the same forward Euler method
as for the continuous model to (5.3), obtaining
uk+1 = uk + hk(b−Auk). (5.4)
This recusion is the same as (2.4) in Section 2. Evaluating eigenvalues, the stability
condition (2.5) translates here to the condition
h ≤ 1
4
ξ2, where h = max
k
hk. (5.5)
So, when we let ξ → 0 we obtain that the stability region for h shrinks like ξ2.
The unconditional instability as above is effectively reached in the continuous limit
for (5.3). For a uniform step size, then, the continuous model governs the discrete
process well.
But next we ask, is this shrinking stability limit on the maximum step size
necessary even if we allow hk to vary? The answer turns out to be negative! Indeed,
consider a sequence of several small steps hk effectively reducing the amplitude of
high eigenvalue modes of the residual, followed by a large step reducing low mode
amplitudes while inflaming the high modes to some extent. The latter are reduced
again using further small steps. The largest step h depends on the low modes rather
than the high modes, and as such it can be independent of ξ. This possibility is not
available for the (semi-) continuous limit scheme, only the fully discrete one!
5.1. Faster gradient descent. To actually obtain such a sequence of time
steps as described above, we use the interpretation of the forward Euler discretiza-
tion as that of gradient descent, as in Section 2. Since we are switching from numer-
ical PDEs to optimization, let us change notation slightly to conform to different
standards by letting x ← u, αk ← hk. Then our forward Euler for the discretized
heat equation becomes gradient descent for the quadratic objective function (2.3)
xk+1 = xk + αkrk, rk = b−Axk.
We next concentrate on choosing the step size αk = hk.
The steepest descent (SD) choice is
αSDk =
rTk rk
rTkArk
≡ (rk, rk)
(rk, Ark)
. (5.6)
This is the “greedy choice”, obtained upon performing exact line search. It is known
to perform well for the first few steps but to become slower later on [1]. Asymp-
totically it is as good as the best constant step choice, for which the bound (5.5)
holds.
The lagged steepest descent (LSD) step size [10] uses the same expression eval-
uated at the previous iterate:
αLSDk =
rTk−1rk−1
rTk−1Ark−1
=
(rk−1, rk−1)
(rk−1, Ark−1)
. (5.7)
This then is a two-step method, using information about both xk and xk−1 to define
xk+1.
1
1In [22] we found experimentally that the overall best faster gradient descent methods are the
two-step ones.
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Example. Returning to our heat equation with b = 1, we apply the scheme (5.4)
with hk = α
LSD
k to advance to steady state, stopping when ‖rk‖ ≤ 10−6‖r0‖ . The
maximum step size h is recorded in Table 5.1 for a decreasing sequence of spatial
steps ξ.
ξ 2−5 2−6 2−7 2−8
h .05 .039 .043 .035
Table 5.1
Maximum time step h for the heat-to-Poisson equation as a function of spatial step ξ.
Continuing our discussion of the LSD method, it is obvious from Table 5.1
that the maximum step size h does not satisfy the bound (5.5). In other words,
some step sizes hk = αk disobey the fixed-step stability limit which relates to the
continuous PDE. This causes a chaotic effect in the resulting method [22]. There
are many other faster gradient descent variants; our favourite among those is the
one where the SD step (5.6) is simply updated only at every second iteration [44].
In experiments its efficiency is comparable to that of LSD.
Figure 5.1 displays the step sizes observed in the LSD iteration. Notice how
much larger the largest step sizes are from the maximum constant step size.
Fig. 5.1. Gradient descent with step sizes by (5.7) for the discretized heat equation with
n = 632. The calculated step sizes are displayed vs iteration counter k. The stability limit for a
constant step size gives the straight blue line.
The actual residual norm ‖rk‖2 and objective function error f(xk)−f(x∗) with
f given by (2.3) are given in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. In these figures we
observe a rather non-monotone convergence, and yet the overall convergence rate
does not appear to be slow.
As mentioned in Section 1, there has been a lot of recent interest in two-step
optimization methods that accelerate gradient descent. We will not get into related
ODE formulations, and instead mention the most popular of these. The celebrated
9
Fig. 5.2. Convergence behaviour of LSD for the model Poisson problem with n = 632. The
errors ‖rk‖ are displayed as a function of iteration counter k.
Fig. 5.3. Convergence behaviour of LSD for the model Poisson problem with n = 632. The
errors f(xk)− f(x∗) are displayed as a function of iteration counter k.
Nesterov’s method [40] for the problem (2.1), i.e., the unconstrained minimization
of a function f(x), is given by
yk+1 = xk + βk(xk − xk−1), (5.8a)
xk+1 = yk+1 − αk grad f(yk+1). (5.8b)
Note that, unlike LSD, the gradient is not evaluated at xk, but rather at its modi-
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fication yk+1. Hence, the search direction is not the residual rk.
It can be shown that under suitable conditions this method satisfies
f(xk)− f(x∗) = O
(
k−2
)
. (5.9)
Furthermore, there is an oracle that says that such a rate is optimal. Note that
SD and constant-step gradient descent do not achieve (5.9) [41]. It is therefore
interesting to compare the method (5.8) to the faster gradient descent LSD for the
case where f is convex quadratic as in (2.3).
However, the non-monotonic convergence displayed in Figures 5.2 and 5.3
makes such a comparison difficult. Fortunately, these errors can be “monotonized”
by ditching the heat equation interpretation and evaluating, following the kth iter-
ation,
`k = arg min
1≤l≤k
‖ grad f(xl)‖. (5.10a)
Note that storage and CPU time can be saved by evaluating this at each step k > 0
as
`k =
{
k if ‖ grad f(xk)‖ ≤ ‖ grad f(x`k−1)‖
`k−1 otherwise
. (5.10b)
We can then report x`k at any real time, if required, as the “best” approximate
solution at the end of iteration k (although we don’t use it for the evaluation of the
next iteration), because this represents what we know at the end of step k better
than xk does, in general. So to assess the iterative process we may record also
Egradk = ‖ grad f(x`k)‖, and Efk = f(x`k)− f(x∗), (5.10c)
the latter still involving a generally unknown quantity.
The important point to remember is that all we need to report in practice
is the computed solution upon termination. So if our termination criterion is
‖ grad f(xk)‖ ≤ tol for some error tolerance tol, then upon achieving this we
stop.
For the quadratic problem we use the notation
Erk = ‖r`k‖. (5.11)
These residual error measures are by definition monotonically non-increasing, and
calculating them at the end of each iteration is straightforward. Furthermore, stop-
ping the iteration at the first k such that ‖rk‖ ≤ tol‖b‖ is the same as using
Erk ≤ tol‖b‖ for termination.
For the method (5.8) there is the question of determining appropriate step sizes
βk and αk. If we keep both step sizes constant, then the iteration is stationary and
standard techniques (involving the largest and perhaps also smallest eigenvalues
of the Hessian) apply. For the calculations in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 we fixed the
momentum parameter β = 0.95 and calculated αk by the SD formula (5.6) with rk
replaced by b−Ayk+1.
In the present convex quadratic optimization context, all four methods depicted
in these figures are Krylov-subspace methods generating iterates in the same sub-
space at each k. So the superiority of CG is a foregone conclusion, as it is optimal
11
Fig. 5.4. Convergence behaviour of monotonized LSD (LSDm) as well as SD, conjugate
gradient (CG) and Nesterov’s (Nes) for the model Poisson problem with n = 632. The errors
‖rk‖ are displayed as a function of iteration counter k.
on each such subspace (see, e.g., [28]). More interestingly, note the closeness of
the LSD method and the accelerated gradient descent method (5.8), both being far
better than SD and not much worse than CG. This suggests that the monotonized
lagged steepest descent method also satisfies the “optimal” estimate (5.9).
Conclusion. This longer case study, which involves some new work, demon-
strates a situation where the continuous differential equation limit (5.3) misses out
on some interesting and unusual action that occurs at the discrete process level.
6. Gradient-based penalties in image processing. In this case study we
consider image and surface processing problems, where the given problem is entirely
discrete. Instances include image and surface denoising, deblurring and inpainting,
data consolidation, morphing, and much more. We can often view this as an instance
of data fitting: the given data d relates to an image or object surface (e.g., it can be
a point cloud), the required operation such as denoising is described by a forward
operator f , and we seek another image or surface u in 3D such that f(u) fits the data
d to a desired extent. Often, however, a differential term is added in an attempt to
regularize and control the desired process, and the resulting differential problem is
then subsequently discretized in order to compute a solution. Here we examine the
utility of this continuous model.
To be concrete, let us consider the problem
min
u
‖f(u)− d‖22 + β
∫
Ω
|∇u|s, (6.1)
which we will call the paradigm, for short. Here Ω is the domain of the image or the
3D object and β is the regularization weight as in Figure 3.1. Indeed, (6.1) is in the
typical form of Tikhonov regularization for an inverse problem [50, 23, 35]. However,
12
Fig. 5.5. Convergence behaviour of monotonized LSD (LSDm) as well as SD, conjugate
gradient (CG) and Nesterov’s (Nes) for the model Poisson problem with n = 632. The errors
f(xk)− f(x∗) are displayed as a function of iteration counter k.
we stress that our concern here is with problems where f is not a discretization of
a continuous structure, and the only source of differential terms, whether explicit
or inverted, is the regularization term. As such there is some cause for minor
mathematical discomfort, because the leading (or, highest order) term of the PDE
in the boundary value problem that arises in the variational form comes from the
regularization rather than the data fitting term in (6.1).
There is a huge volume of literature on such methods; see, for instance, [46,
17, 43, 16], to name but a few. The parameter s typically equals 2 (representing
significant smoothing) or 1 for total variation (TV); other values such as 0 < s < 1
are not our concern here. The Euler-Lagrange equations for (6.1) give a boundary
value PDE, and the problem actually solved is a discretization of such a PDE. The
gradient in (6.1) can be replaced by a higher order differential operator, which is
again not the focus here. If s = 1 then some regularization of the regularizer is
required, and in [4] we proposed a method for controlling a Huber switch between
s = 1 and s = 2 for this purpose.
There are lots of situations where the paradigm is the thing to consider! How-
ever, already around the turn of the 21st century researchers found experimentally
that the differential term in (6.1) can introduce side effects that pollute the quality
of the obtained result. A “social bifurcation” formed, where researchers and prac-
titioners in computer graphics and image processing turned more towards purely
data driven methods, while mathematicians and numerical analysts continued to
explore the paradigm and other such methods due to their more coherent structure
that in turn has enabled development of better and more complete theory.
Around the year 2005, armed with the code from [4], we started exploring ways
to introduce the paradigm for various image processing applications in computer
graphics. Here the visual quality of the results is what matters, and no theory
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can compensate for lack in that regard. We considered surface triangle mesh de-
noising in applications that involve intrinsic texture [30] and others that involve
sharp corners [31]. Together with computer graphics and vision experts we then
considered consolidation of unorganized point clouds to allow quality surface re-
construction [32], point-resampling in the presence of edges [33], and image tele-
registration and structure-driven completion [34]. Unfortunately, while working on
these projects our version of the paradigm was consistently beaten by other, dis-
crete approaches, and there is no continuous model left in the final, printed version
of any of these works!
Let us add a few more details regarding the research just mentioned.
• A noisy triangle mesh representing a surface has noisy triangle vertices,
which are vectors in 3D. Several researchers have considered forms of anisotropic
Laplace-Beltramy PDE for denoising surface triangle meshes. But in [30] we
learned (not before failing to extend the image denoising method of [49] to
surfaces) that the most effective way to denoise such a vertex is to find the
normal direction to the surface there and denoise in that specific direction.
To find such a normal, the standard technique is to perform a principal
component analysis (PCA) on a group of neighboring vertices. This pro-
cess, described in detail in [30], is necessarily geometrically local, in marked
difference to the global nature of an expression such as the penalty inte-
gral in (6.1). The obtained visual results are better, the complexity of the
algorithm is linear in the number of unknowns(!), and the corresponding
Matlab code has less than 50 lines. We feel that, unfortunately, one just
can’t practically do all that with anisotropic Laplace-Beltramy.
• In [33] there is a construction of normals for a consolidated point cloud
that represents a surface with an edge. Our algorithm is shown to perform
better than applying an `1 regularization to the crude PCA normals (which
is related to TV).
• The tele-registration algorithm in [34] involves a step to find salient curves
in an image. This is a task for TV regularization, but the algorithm of [24]
proved to be more robust. Further, towards the end of the image completion
procedure there the algorithm and software of [9, 20], which do not employ
any version of the paradigm, were used for inpainting.
Conclusion. In [8] we have summarized the pros and cons of the continuous
paradigm (6.1) vs discrete processes of data-driven reconstruction. The essential
advantage in using the paradigm is that one can often obtain a more solid theoretical
backing to algorithms from this global and generic point of view. The essential
disadvantage, however, is that this approach leads to algorithms that could be
outperformed by more brute force techniques, as described for the examples above.
This is so especially if (i) the forward operator f is simple, and (ii) the data d is of
high quality.
7. Conclusions. Recent years have seen a welcome development where knowl-
edge and expertise that have been gained over decades in modelling and compu-
tationally solving differential equations find use in the context of discrete problem
areas such as optimization, games, graphics and image processing. The author, who
has dealt with the numerical solution of differential equations most of his adult life
while being a member of a computer science department, finds special reasons to
rejoice. At the same time, we advocate balance and controlled euphoria. It is crucial
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to examine with an open mind the utility of such approaches and specific methods,
from perspectives that include applicability, relative advantage, and extensions in
the context of the task at hand.
We have demonstrated in a sequence of case studies that employing differential
equations in this way can be at times very useful, at times limiting, and at times
just a matter of comfort. One example of such “comfort”, not mentioned hitherto,
is the use of global properties of dynamical systems, such as conservation laws
and reversibility, at the discrete level without requiring closeness of discrete and
continuous model solutions. We advocate to become involved in this fascinating
research avenue, as we ourselves are, while exercising practical caution.
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